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ABSTRACT

This thesis has developed a planning aid to be ussd by

the airborne air defense commander in the development of his

air defense force structure recommendation to the briqade

commandar. The planting aid presented is a version of

multi-attribute utility measurement (MAUM) that provides the

commander with a simple and understandable means of organ-

izing multiple inputs in selecting equipment. By working

through the steps of the model the commander will be

required tc rely heavily on use of his judgment; by doing so

he will gain significant insight into the interdependencies

of the inputs. The MAUM version selected is simple to use

and easy to learn. Its format is also flexible and can be

adapted tc all world-wide scenarios. It provides a tim.-

effective means for developing a force structure and when

finished will provide the commander with a format that

accommodates an understandable recommendation.
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I IN TRODUCTIQ

* Airborne brigades are designed to deploy rapidly and

efficiently. As part of this fast moving organization, -he

air defense commander recommends an air defense force to

counter the enemy air threat while meeting the constraints
of time and aircraft space.

The selection and recommendation of the optimal package
of air defense equipment is an important function of the

army air defense commander. This thesis develops a tech-

nique to assist the tattery air defense commander in quickly

dsvelcping an effective air defense package.

A. DESCRIPTION OF TEE SITUATION

Within the divisicns of the U.S. Army there are several

independent battalions that provide numerous combat support

and service support functions (See Figure 1.1). One such

special-purpose battalion is the air defense battalicn. An

air defense battalion has four line batteries and one head-
quarters battery. The four line batteries have the comtat

.0 air defense assets necessary to provide the air defense4

coverage required to support the major commands of the divi-

sion (See Figure 1.2). The major commands of the division
are the three infantry brigades, the division support

command (DISCOS) , and the d ivision ar-illzry (DIVARTY)

Normally, one line battery (A, 3, or C) is allocated to sach

of -he three infantry brigades. The fourth line batt.ry (D)
supports designated units within the division. The other

independ.nt battaylions (signal, armor, engineers, aviation)

normally zeferred to in the division as the "separate batta-

lions", are organized in a similiar fashion.

7
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The commander of a line battery is part of the bricaie

commande-r's special staff when his line battery is assigned

to the brigade. The battery commander is responsible tc :he

brigade ccmmander for all air defense matters within th .

brigade area. This responsibility includes providing

training and conducting educational classes for the officers

and NCO's of the brigade concerning the air defense unit's

capabilities, limitations, employment techniques, and

requirements, as well as assisting the brigade operations

officer with air defense plans for operations (training or

actual)

The 82d Airborne Division, as part of the Rapid

Deployment Force (RDF), the Army's most combat ready

division [Ref. 1]. This division constantly maintains a

portion of its combat forces in a state of prepareness to
meet the RDF contingency mission of deployment. This

prepared force, callsd Division Ready Force (DRF) , has the

mission of being able to deploy its first elements within 18

hours of notification. In order to accomplish this task in

an orderly manner, the DRF is broken down into three smaller

units called Division Ready Battzalions 1, 2, and 3 (DRB-I,

DRB-2, DRB-3). These units are at different stages cf

preparedness for deployment. DRB-1 is the most prepared,

and wil be the pormion of the DRF that will be airborne in

18 hours. Part of the deploying force can be made up of

some of the elements from the separate battalions.

Therefore these units, also identify and partially maintain
part of their assets in a prepared sza-e. In the case cf

the air defense battalion this means that one of the four

lins batteries has tle tactical mission to support thc. DRF.

This line battery has elements at various stages of

preparedness with at least one Redeye section (seven .1-151A2

jeeps, 14 personnel and 42 Redeye missiles), and one Vulcan

platoon (4 Vulcan guns, 18 per:sonn-el) prepared for immediatie

10
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rigging operations (See Figures 1.3 and 1.4). "Immediate

rigging cperations" Simply means that all a battery has -c

do is place the designated equipment on heavy-drop pla:-

forms, ztrap the equipment to the platforms, attach

parachutes, and load the "rigged equipment" on the planes

for deplcyment. Later in this section is a description of

the 18 hour sequence the deploying force goes through in

making final preparation for movement.

In the early stages of the 18 hour sequence, the DEF

commande: needs to identify what combat assets will he

needed from the separate battalions to support his deplcy-

ment mission. This decision will be based largely on his

concept of the operation (tactical ground plan) , his experi-

ence and knowledge of the separate unitso combat assets, the

number of aircraft available for movement, and the salesman-

ship of the separate units' commanders.

In this situation the brigade commander is similiar to

the housewife in a grocery store with her limited budget.

The separate battalions' combat assets are items on the

shelf with various prices and func-ional values, and the

number of cargo airplanes available for movement is the

brigade ccmmander's constraining budget. He can buy

*anything that will fit on his airplanes, and no more. But,

he does not want to tuy just anything. He wants to maximize

6his ccmba- pcwer with his limited resources. He wants to

purchase the assets that will best support his operation

plan, and give him the greatest chance of obtaining success.

The question is, what comba-t assets best support his

- operation plan? This is where the ai: defense battery

commander, along with all the other separate company/troop/

battery commanders, comes into play. Based on the brigade

commandr's operation plan (ground tactical plan) and, in

the case cf air defense, his priority list for air defense

13
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coverage, the air defense battery commander makes his reccm-

mendations for the type and number of assets to be included

in the -ctal force structure. It should be recognized -hat

each subcrdinate commander' s recommendation of how best -.c

optimize the brigade force structure will be presented frcm

a biased ;oint of view. It should be expected that each

subordinate commander would feel tha his combat weapons

would contribute more to optimizing the brigade force struc-

ture than the combat weapons of the other independent

bat-alizns. This reccmmendation is somewhat like a commer-

ical in a magazine cr on television:

1. The air defense commander is competing with the

subordinate commanders of the other independent

battalions for the brigade commander's limited cargo

space. Each ccmmander has a desired force he would

like to take, but recognizes the fact that the

brigade commander has a constraining factor; thus,

the commanders need to make the brigade commander

aware of the versatility of their weapons.

2. The battery ccmmander's recommandation also presents

the brigade commander with relevant information

ccncerning the special needs of air defense design

with the intention of making -.he brigade commander a
"smarter consumer". The objective is to give the

brigade commander the facts necessary to make his

tade-off decisions concerni-g combat weapons.

The battery commander's professional skill as a soldier, his

technical knowledge cf his air defense equipment, and his

understanding of the deployment situation are the marketing

tools that insure his success. How well organized his

thought process is in developing his recommendation could

Vt. make the difference be-tween taking a good air defense

package or taking an air defense package that will f- on

the aircrafts that are left over.

14



B. THESIS PURPOSE

The purpose of this thesis is to develop an evalua--:on

framewcrk or decision-making technique to serve the air

defense ccmmander in developing his force structure recom-

mendation; a technique that when implemented will offer the

user flexibility, speed, and organization. The thesis does

not directly address the major topics of air threat assess-

ment, esuipment performance, weapon system reliability and

other system characteristics, or how to evaluate the force's

measure of effectiveness as the result of the battery

commander's recommendation,. These are beyond the scope of

this thesis. Rather, the thesis concentrates on how to

organize multiple and sometimes unrelated inputs to develop

a rational recommendation that will provide optimium results

for the airborne brigade. Only the air defense weapons

assigned to the airborne air defense- battery will be consid-

ered in this thesis. These weapons are the towed Vulcan

gun, and the Redeye missile.

C. ORGANIZITION OF THE THESIS

This thc.sis consists of five chapters. Chapter II

introduces the readsr to thz -arminology and doctrine of the

airborne division and the air defense battery.

Chapter III provides the reader with a familiarization

of the principles of multi-attribute u-ility measurement

(MAUM). It also introduces the reader to a version of MAUM

found to be compatible with the objectives of the air

d ef.nse icdel.

Chapter IV explains the format of the air defense model,

and Chapter V contains the conclusions and recommendazicn of

the thesis.

15



A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter is included to give the reader a basic

understanding of air defense and airborne topics as seen by

current U. S. Army tactical doctrine. The in-ent is to

familiarize the -reader with the -er.mnology and some of the

operational meanings cf the expressions. The majority of

this data was extracted from Army Field Manual (FM) 44-1,

U. S. Army Air Defense kr-illery Employment, datsd 26

February 1979. Additional guidance was obtained from FM
44-3, U. S. Army Air Defense Artillery Employment

Chaparral/Vulcan, dated 30 September 1977.

B. INTRODUCTION TO AIRBORNE OPERATIONS

The mission of the United States Army is to win a land
battle. To do this, the Army is crganized into divisions.

A divisicn is further organized i-to three brigades, and a
brigade is a grouping of three maneuver battalions.

The brigade conducts two general -ypes of operations.

The first broad type is offensive operations.

The primary purpose of Offensive operations is to
destroy the in-egrity of the enemy's defense by breaking
through his defensive system and drivinq rapidly into
rear areas to destzcy artillery, air defense, command
posts, logistical support, and command control systems.
FRef. 2J

The second broad type of operations is called defensive

operaticns.

The purpose of defensive operations Js to cause enough
casualties and destroy enough vshicles -o convince theenemy that his attack is too costly and should therefor .

16
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be disccntinued. From t-me to time, defensive
operations are conducted to gain time when concentrating
forces elsewhere on the bat-lefi-ld; to prepare forces,
facilities, and installations; or to ccntrol essential
terrain. [Ref. 2]

The airborne brigade, like a conventional infantry
brigade, conducts both type of operations, but the prspara-

tion phase for the airborne unit is a little different. The

major difference is time allowed foc planning and execution.

The airborne brigade achieves its greatest tactical advan-
tags by surprise entry into or near the battlefield.

Surprise means short notice, limit d number of individuals

involved with planning, and rapid movement.

Planning for operations is conducted in great detail.

Four plans are developed for the execution of an airborne

cperation: (1) the ground tactical plan, (2) the landing

plan, (3) the air movement plan, and (4) the marshalling

plan. The rlans are developed in rgverse order of

executicn.

The first plan, the ground tactical plan, includes the

missicn of -the force, the sector of operation, location of

the force sscurity element, task organization, fire support

(artillery), and combat service support. The ground

tactical plan is developed from an analysis of the mission,

enemy, terrain, weather, force strength, and duration of the

operation. The ground tactical plan serves as a basis for

the other three plans, and as the brigade commander's

guidanc_ to all subordinate commanders.

The landing plan con-ains the sequence and method of

delivery into the area of opera-tions. The landing plan also

includes how uni--s will assembls, and the assembly aids to

be used by specific units. The landing plan is a used in

developing -he marshaling and air movement plans.

17



14. The three methods of delivery are airland, low-al-itude

parachute extraction system (LAPES), and parachute drop

(heavy drop). In the airland me-thod, the aircraft lands,

the equipment drives off while the aircraft engines ar3

running, and then the aircraft takes off. The airland

method insures minimum damage to equipment; delivers vehi-

cles ready for immediate drive-away; delivers crews with

their weapcns and vehicles; and provides for the return of

casualties, prisoners of war, and damaged equipment.

%.. With low-altitude parachute extraction system (LAPES)

the aircraft slows down, fliss five to ten meters off the

ground, and drops a parachute out the rear of the airplane.

The parachute inflates and pulls tha equipment out. The

parachute offers no air support -c the load; it is just a

means of extracting the equipment from the plane. LAPES

requir=s less preparation time, fewer personnel, and less

equipment support than heavy drop. LAPES is a pinpoint

delivery system for combat equipment (e.g. Sheridan tank);
however equipment is more susceptible -o damage with LAPES

than with airland.

The third method is parachute drop. This method

requires more preparation time, more personnel, and more

support equipment than does LAPES. Loads are strapped to a

metal platfcrm referred to as a heavy drop platform. The

platform is adjustable in length and is usually just long

enough to cover the base of the load. Then two or three

cargo parachutes are attached to the load. The number ci

parachutc.s depends on the weight of cargo. While airplane

fl- es at a reduced speed (130 knots), and at an altitude of

800 feet abcve ground level (AGL) , the parachute pulls the

eguipment out the rear and supports the load to the ground.

Equipment is even more susceptible to damage with hsavy drop

than with LAPES, and this delivery method is not as accurate

as the above two. Variables such as wind speed and pilot1

error play a major rcle in the accuracy of this method.

; i 1 8



The air movement plan specifies aircraft loads. It

includes a schedule fcr loading of aircraft, and the routs

to be used in moving the prepared equipment and perscnnel

from rigging areas tc the planes.

The marshaling plan provides -he details necessary t)

assemble personnel, equipment, and supplies to be employed

in the deployment mission. It provides a schedule for the

completicn cf major events in preparation phase such as

preparation of equipment, rigging of equipment, movement of

loads, and pre-flight inspections of loads.

C. AIR DEFENS? DOCTRINE

Army air defense doctrine consists of the principles cf

operations, organization, and tactics required to fight an

air battle. These principles provide for the employment of

a mix of cogplementary weapon systems to counter the varicus

air threats used by the enemy. The U. S. Army weapcns for

air defense are divided into two categories:

1. Low altitude, short-range air defense (SHORAD). This

category cf air defense weapon systems includes the

Vulcan gun, Chaparral missile, and the man-portable

air defense system Redeye missile.

2. High and medium altitude air defense (HIMAD). Within

this category of air defense assets are the

Nike-Hercules missile and the Improved Hawk.

These categories are based on the altitudes at which

most aerial engagements by the weapon system would ncrmally

take place. lost SHCEAD engagements will take place below

5000 feet above ground level (AGL), and at ranges less than

5km. With the HIMAD systems, the engagements are normally

above 5000 feet AGL, and at ranges to 140 km. HINAD systems

have the capab&lity cf engaging targets at lower alti-udes

and shorter ranges, but -their mission is -o engage the

19
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hostile force at maximum distances. This allows for

follcv-cn shcts if necessary.

SHORAE systems are normally employed in support of mana-

uver elements to defend their critical assets against attack

by close support aircraft and helicopters. SHORAD systems

must be capable of moving with the force they support. (A

battalion-size element is normally referred to as a maneuver

element).

HIMAD systems are deployed with a division-siz. or
larger unit. Longer range air defense missile systems

provide area coverage; these systems have more equipmert

than SHOBAD systems, and therefore requi-e more time to move

and set up. These systems are not designed to be dqlivered

by heavy drop or LAPIS from airplanes.

In mcst army divisions, these ai= defense systems would
be integrated with friendly fighter aircraft into an overall

air defarnse design. The fighter ai-craft would strike the

enemy aircraft well fcrward of the friendly force (a

distance cf approximately 10-15 kin) to affect maximum attri-

tion, and to break up concentrated attack formations. This

tactic -. moves some of the organization and smoothness cf

the enemy's attack techniques, and adds to his uncertainty

(e.g., more concern for his fuel reserve or possible damage

to his plane). This also presents to the enamy a continual

air defense threat throughout the friendly's engagement

zcne.

D. CCOMIND AND CONTFOL

Normally the senior air force officer in the area is the

overall air defense commander. His title will vary

depending on the size of the organization he is charge cf,
but he usually will be called the region air defense
commander, or the area air def-.nse commander in an unified

20
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or joint command. Within the division, the senior ai=

defense commander is the battalion commander of the air

defense battalion. The battalion commander coordinates his

activities with the area air defe.nse commander.

Engagements of air defense weapons are ccntrolled by the

area air defense commander through the establishment of air

defense rules and procedures. The authority -to ordsr an air

def-nse engagement is retained at the highest unit able to

effectively control the air battle. For Hercules and Hawk,

this is usually battalion level, for Vulcan J-: is normally

the battery level, and for a Redeys tam it could be the

enlisted team leader in charge of the team.

The rules and procedures include the following:

1. Rules of Engagement. These ars directives from the

area air defense commander tha. are included in all

tactical standard operating procedures (TSOP) of each

unit having an air defense mission or air defense

capability. Briefly, they outline general hosc.ile
criteria, and airspacs/geographical control direc-

tives. They also state in clear, direct language

-that the right of self-defenss is always preserved.

2. Hostile Criteria. This is the means the air defe=nse

units use to designate a target as friendly or
hostile . This can be electronic devices, such as

1FF, or visual techniques. Visual criteria can be

pcsitive identification of -he aircraft. Other

visual criteria that classify an aircraft as hostile

could be aircraft attacking friendly troops, or

aircraft dropping unauthorized substances.

3. Weapcns Control. Based on the air situation, the

area air defense commander can impose varying degrees

of control on air defense systems. Lower commanders

may impos, a more restrictive control on organic

equipment, but must r-quest the area air defense

21



ccmmarder to change to a less restrictive weapon

ccnt:cl. Commonly used terms are "weapons free":

weapons may fire at any aircraft not postiviely id-n-

. tified as friendly; "'weapons tight": fire only at

aircraft positively identified as hostile; and

"weapons hold": do not fire except in self defense.
4. Firing Commands. These are commands issued regard-

less of the weapons control in effect. There are

three commonly used terms. the first of the three is

"hold fire": this command is used to protect

specific friendly aircraft. The second is "cease

fire". Cease fire is the command used to prevent

simultanecus engagements of a target. The third

command is "cease engagement". Cease engagement is

the command used to prepare the firing unit to engage

a higher priority target. If rounds are not already

. in flight, the engagement sequence is stopped and the

firing unit prepares to engage the new target. If

rounds or missile are already launched, the firing

unit continues with its present engagement until the

rounds or missile interceot the target; then it

prepares to engage the new target.

E. AIR DEFENSE MISSION

In general terms, the air defense object-ve is to limit

the effectiveness of enemy offensive air efforts. Air

defenses are those actions required to nullify or reduce an

." enemy's capability tc use airspace to attack friendly

forces. The ultimate goal of air defense unims is to

protect friendly forces from an enemy aircraft or missile

attack, to allow freedom of use of the airspace for friendly

* forces, azd to allow freedom of movement of surface units/

groind troops.
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P. AIR DEFENSE TACTICAL MISSIONS

Briefly, there are four tactical missions that can he

assigned to an air defense commander. The first is gsnsral

suppcrt (GS). An air defense commander that recieves a GS

mission will provide air defense for the force as a whole.

The commander supports the entire force, and is not
committed tc any specific element of the force. The air

defense ccmmander coordinates, develops, and implements his

air defense design and is responsible for pos4tioning his

weapons systems.

The second tactical mission is that of general

supporting-reinforcing (GSR). The air defense commander
provides air defense for the force as a whole, and augments

the coverage of another air defense unit. GSR units are not

committed to any specific element of the force. Positioning

of his units may have to be coordinated with the air defense

unit he is augmenting.

The third tactical mission Is reinforcing (R). The air

defense commander's primary mission is to augmen- the

ccverage cf another air defense unit. The rsinforcing

commander is the subcrdinate commander, and cocrdinatles the

deploym-nt and positioning of his weapons with the rein-

forced ccmmanler. The re.inforcing commander establishes

liaison and communica-tions wi-th the reinforced unit.
The fcurth tactical mission is direct support (DS). The

air defense commander with a DS mission provides dedicate-d

air defense for a designated maneuver anit within the force,

and ccordinates his movements with the element he supports.

The air defense commander positions his weapons to properly

support the operations of the supported element.
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G. AIR DIPESE PRIORITIES

There will always be more needs for ai- defense _n an

area cf operation than there a.re air defense resources to

protect them. On developing a list of priorities for a::

defense, the force (brigade) commander and the air defense

commander should consider the fcllowing:

1. Vulnerability. How well can an asseat survive an
attack?

2. Criticality. How critical is the asset to -the
miss-on?

3. Recu perability. If the asset is attacked, how
quickly can damage be repaired?

4. Enemy air threat. What is the enemy's capability to
attack the asset?

5. Relocation. Can assets be regrouped to result in
fewer separate assets?

H. TACTICAL PRINCIPLES

There are four fundamental principles of employmsnt

which form the basis for accomplishing the ai- defense

objective. The first of these is weapon mass. Mass is the

ailocaticn of a sufficient amount of air defense resources

to adequately defend the brigade commander's priority

assets. In this situation, 'more is better'.

Tbe seccnd principle is weapon mix. Mix is the employ-

men- cf air defense w-apon systems with different

characteristics and capabilitie.s. An example of air def-nse-

mix for an airborne infantry brigade would be a defense that

includes the Vulcan gun and the Redeya missile. The intent

is for the Bedey. to complement the weaknesses of the

Vulcan, and the Vulcan to complement the weaknesses of the

Redeye.

The third principle is mobility. Air defense units must

be able -c move, and move at the same speed as the maneuver

element, if they are to provide -the unit with continuous air
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defense cov_-rage. Mobility also increases the air defernse

units' chances of survival.

The final principle is that of integration. This

simply means that the air defense design must be integrated

into the overall plan of the brigade to be effective. That

is, all subordinate units of the brigade must be working in

uniscn -cwards a commcn goal.

I. DESCRIPTION OF SHORAD WEAPONS

Rudclf Walter commented:

...low level flying is used inqreasingly by our own
and enemy air forces. This trend to move strike opera-
tions tc altitude ranges between 30 meters and 300
meters is clearly demonstrated b; technical and opera-
ticnal ccncepts embcdied in the F-111, Tornado, t.e
SU-19, A-10, and the SU-25, as wall as by the increasing
importance of the helccpter or the batefield.
(.iC f. 3]

As a result of this trend to lower altitude of

a-tack aircraft, greater smphasis has been placed on low-

altitude, short-range air defense systems. This thesis will

focus crly cn low-altitude, short-range (SHORAD) weapons,

and only those weapons organic to the airborne division.

The first sysem is the Vulcan.

The Vulcan is a mobile air defense gun system used to

counter the low-altitude air threa-. It is effective

against both high-performance aircraft and slower fixed-wing

aircraft and helicopters at ranges out to 1200 meters.

Vulcan can also provide effective ground fire againsz

personnel, weapons, and thin-skinned vehicles to a range of

about 2000 meters.
As pointed out by Lieutenant Colonel Frankoski:

The antiaircraft (AA) gun has been proved one of the
most valuable and flex_"ble battlefield resources avai-
lable to the ground commander. sround commanders who
have such weapons and trained units at the--' disposal
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have -he resources to substi-ute for or reinforce thei
field artillery, ccast defense, and antitank forces.
[Ref. 41

The towed Vulcan gun system consists of an M-168

cannon mcunted on an [-42 gun carriage. The prime mover :s

usually an M-561 Gamma Goat. [aximum ipeed while towing -he

Vulcan is 45 mph on improved roa-s.

The ccmparatively light weight of the towed Vulcan (3150

pounds) permits its use in support of airborne opterations.

Emplacement time for the towed Vulcan 4s about five tc -9n

minutes. Reaction time, the time between acquisition of

target and firing on target, is about :en seconds.

The Vulcan is a six-barrel 20 1 Gatling-type gun that

has a low-firing rate of 1000 rounds par minute and a high-

firing rate of 3000 rounds per minute. Using a firing rate

.- switch, the Vulcan may be fired at the high rate in bursts

" of 10, 30, 60, and 100 rounds. Its onboard range-only radar
(ROR) prcvides ranging information for the fire control

sys-tem. The cannon can be transversed 360 degrees in

azimuth and eleva-ed between 0 Iegr=.s and 80 degrees,
Although equipped with a night sight for ground fire

support, thq Vulcan is a fair-weather, daylight air defense

system with a maximum effective raage against aerial targets

of abcut 1200 meters.

Vulcan normally uses air dsfznse, incendiary tracer,

self-destruct ammunition (HEIT-SD). Approximately 500

rounds of ready-to-fire ammunition ars carried on the

weapon. Reload time is less than :hre minutes. Ancther

"3500 rounds, which ccmpl-es the basic load of 4000 rounds,

are carried on the prime mover.

Mutual support, the tactic of placing a weapon wi-hin

. the engagement capabilities of at laast one adjacent system,

is acccmplished by pcsi-ionirg a Vulcan within 1000 meters
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of another Vulcan. As a result of this positioning :=quirz-

ment, Vulcans are normally deployed in pairs or in platcon

strength units or or around the asset being defended.

Vulcan's major stength is it dual capability agai s:

air or surface targets. major limitations of the Vulcan

include its lack of armor protection, dependence on the

M-561 for mobility, limited ammunition load, and limited

range for aerial targets.

The cther air defense weapon organic to -he airborne

division is the Redeye missile. Redeye is a man-portable,

shoulder-fired, air defense, infrared-seeking, guided

missile system that is normally deployed in teams of two

individuals each. I: has an effective range of about 3000

meters. Engagement ranges and eff ctiveness are dependent

cn such factors as the speed, size, aspect, and altitude of
the target. Reaction time for this system is about ten

seconds.

The team's prime mover is an M-151 jeep. The vehicle

carries the team's basic load of six rounds, the team's

combat communication equipment, and the team's two

personneal.

The Redeye weapon is also a faiz-weather, daylight air

defense system. The weapon has no capability to engage

ground targets, and contributes little to night perimeter

security.

Mutual support for a Redeye team _s accomplished by

positioning a Redeye team within 2400 meters of another
team. To insure early engag.mant of the target, Pedeys

teams are usually placed away from the critical asset. This

positioning requirement provides the brigade area with mor-e

of an area air defense coverage. Ihis same requirement also

makes the team more vulnerable to enemy ground fire. The

Redeye team normally cpe-ates one 3edeye missile at a time.

While the gunner is preparing the missile, the team leader
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is supervising the gunner and scanning the skies fo:

targets. The team leader is also a qualified gunner; there-

fore, the team has the potential of launching two missils

simultanecusly.

Redeye's major strengths are its light weight and easy

daployment capability. major limitations of Redeye include

the "smcke signature" of the weapon when fired, -the "tail-

chase" nature of the weapon, and the limited possibilities

for multiple firings at a given target. The smcke signature

of the weapcn is a smcke trail the weapon leaves as i- moves

from the launch area to the target. Other targets in the

area can use this trail as a means of locating and directing

suppressive fire on the Red eye team's position. The -tail-

chase nature of the weapon has to io with the weapon's

infrared-seeking device. Most high performance aircrafts'

engines emit their exhaust towards the rear of the plane.

The Redeye weapon seeks the hottest area of this exhaust

which ncrmally is the rear edge of the engine. As a result

the missile tends to fly along a curved path ending with -:h'

missile "chasing" the target from behind. This tail-chase

nature of the Redeye has two possible weaknesses. The first

is :ha- fcr a target to be engaged by Redeye it must have

already passed the Redeye's position and be moving into the
asset area to deliver the aircraft's ordnance. The seccnd

Dcssihle weakness is the result of technological develop-

ments; scme aircraft can simply outrun the Redeye missile.

The limited possibilities for multiple firings is the

function of the number of members on the team (two) , and the

time required to place a Redeye missile into cperation (ten

seconds). Normally, the maximum number of firings per

target will be two.
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3. DESCBIPTION OF 18-HOUR SEQUENCE

The 18-hour sequence is a predetermined order of -v=_ents

that insures the deploying force conducts its preparatic.

phrase in an effective and complete fashion. How well ths

* personnel of the deploying force understands the sequence

will determine partly how efficient the unit is in its

deployment.

The material for this section was extracted from -.h .

Readiness Standard Operating Procedure (RSOP) of the 82d

Airborne Division dated February 1981.

• The 18-hour sequence starts by notifying the deploying

unit of its mission. The time of notification is called

- N-hour. The standard operating procedure for the 18-hour

sequence is:

N-hour

1. Unit recieves notification message of exercise.

2. Unit starts procedu;es necessary to notify all
erscnnel of the unit -o return to their place of
Uty. This is normally called "recall procedures".

N+1:00

1. Unit continues to assemble personnel.

N+2:00

1. Brigade commander briefs his subordinate commanders
on the upcoming exercise (this is normally called a
warning order or a ten.at-ve around plan). At this
pcint here are still many unanswered questions.

N+2:30

1. The rigging area is opened. A- this time the exact
equipment gas not been designatad for the exercise,
but -he personnel at the rigging site can star, some
preliminary preparation. Tese preoarations could
include assembling platforms cutti.g materials
necessary to secure equipment to the platforms, and
drawing parachutes from storage warehouses.

14:30

1. Brigade ccmmander briefs his selected ground tactical
A t this point the brigade commander will have

.cided who is go-ng, and what equipment is gcing.

2. Subordinate commanders issue instructions to their
units.
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1. T~e esignated egui merit begins to move to thie
rajg ing area where ?twill 5e prepared for airland,
LADES, or heavy drop.

N 8: 00

1. Unit p-rs?n l craw parachutes. Personnel Drepare
their individual wea pon and equipment for the
upcoming jump. This includes tapi4ng loose straps,
Sacking e pui ment, and riggng equipment so that it
Z an be attached to the jumper for the jump.

N+10 :00

1. First increment of the combat equipment (ai-land,
LAPES, or heavy daOp is moved from the r:gir.g area
to the aircraft par ing area. The prepared equi pment
is loaded as planes are made availa ble by Air Force
personnel.

N 16:30

1. All riqged comtat equipment for the deploying force
is lcaaed.

2. Unit perscnnel start the process of putting on their
individual"parachutes and rigged individual equip-
ment.

N+17:30

1. All personnel are propsrly rigg-d with their para-
chutes and ready to be loaded.

2. Personnel are loaded on their designa-ed airplanes.

N+18:00

1. First iirlane is airborne followed a- 30 seccnds or
-rescr bed intervals until t-he deploying force has
all taken off.

As with all SOPs in the U. S. Army, these are guidelines

to be used tc increase the smoothness of the ongoing evsn:,.

There may be occasions where -he guidline.s must be modified

to accomcdate the currenm mission. The division commandez,

in this situation, is the individual that will approve all

"-" changes tc the SOP. Unless a change has been approved by

" the proper authcrity the SOP should be followed to the

lett er.
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III. j.UTj.TEIBUME UTILITY NEASU.REMENT (HAUjM)

The purpose of this chapter is to expound cn three

areas. The fiJrst area will dirsct the reader to a few of

the works that emphasize the advant-ages of having a judg-

*mental model. issist a decision makar in developing his plan

of action. Many of the advantages or objactives of the-

judgment:al models are desirable features for a model for

selecting equipmsnt for air defense purposes. The objec-

tv 9s that ci-nci, de wilbe covered in some deta'l in -?he

ext, and then explicitly restated at the end of the

secti&on.

The second area will Provide a brief, informal explana-

tion of multi-attribute utilit-y measurement (MAEJM) izts-rded

to familiarize the reader with the basic procedures. There

are many versions of 14AUE1 in use today. While9 all are hased

on the same basic ideas, the details of implementation vazy

* .from one to another. Due to the numerous variations a

detail-.d -axplanation of each vrino A Mi otfa

bile he::e.

* In the thir-d area, the version of SAEJM selected for this

thesis will be explained in mora detail. The vsrsion

sel1e ct for this thss dad'10 Step MAUM called

"SMART",0 is a 'quick and -dirty, varian-t of the technique.

As Gardine= and 3dwards say, it,

.. 4s oriented not toward mathematical sophis-ication
or ,n-imacy of relation betweer. underln foma stuc-
tures and .hz practical Procedures that implement them
but rather toward easy communication and use in envJron-
ments in which time is shozt and deci&.sion maker:s are=
busy. (Pef. 51
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Edwards and Newmann (Ref. 6], introduced SMART in 1980.

This versicn of SMART is a modification of earlier t-chni-

ques intrcduced by Edwards in 1971 and 1979.

Edwards' approach was selected fcr the following
reasons: (1) it has the great advantage of being easily

taught :c and used by a busy decision maker; (2) its frame-
work applies to most MAUM procedures; (3) it meets the six

-characeristics Little [Bef. 7], states arc necessary for a

model to be useful tc management. According to Littls a

model should be simple and easy to understand; a model

should be easy to communicate with; a model should be rebus:

(an user should find it hard to make the model give bad

answers) ; a model shculd be easy to control (behave the way
- the user wants it to); a model should be adaptive (easy to

*update); a model should be complete on impor-.ant issues
(optimal level of detail). According to Lit-tle,

.. an important aid to completeness is the incorpora-
tion of subjective judgment. (Ref. 7].

But why dces an air defense commander (especially a battery

commander) need a model? This point will be examined first.

A. OBJECTIVES OF THE AIR DEFENSE MODEL

The purpose of this ssczicn is -o discuss those cbjec-

t:ves of modelling that ar . to be included as objectivis of

the air defense model. These objectIves are:
1. Tc develop a planning model for organizing thcughts;

a framework that, once completed, will assist the air

defense commander in commun-ca-ng his -ecommenda-

ticns to his superior.

2. Tc develop a model that emphasize -he role of judg-

ment.
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3. To develop a model that can be adapted to varioDus

s it u a ti 0 n S.

4&. Tc develop a model than is simple and undersntan Iab-s.

This thesis is developed on t:he premise that .a mcda.

which includes the interaction of the indivi-dual's judgmen~t

as part of the model system will prodace results which are

supericr to the si.tuations where (1) the individual ze.:es

solely cn his intuition (based on military Judgment cr

*experie-nce) , or (2) the indivilual relies on, stat-_snics as a

means of prsdicting, or (3) the individual relies on the

processss of a model alone. As Holt concluded:

.a search of the Literature fails to reveal any
studies in which clinical judcment alone has bean shown
to be superior to s;-tnsti-cal-predi-;c-ion when both are
based on the same ccdable input variables. (Ref. 8].

The subjcf intuitior alone versus model-plus-

judgment has receivedl much emphasis in recent years. This

section will review some of the arguments. The internt -s

not to ccve: or summarize the entire9 works of the many

authors cn =,-the= side. An interested reader who dsi-es

the benefits of an elaborate di4scussion is encouraged to

start with Paul Meehl's book (Ref. 9], or Dawes' article

(Ref. 10]. These references will direct the in-terestad

reader to numerous other articles and books written o-nr t he

* subject.

I n h S tu dy of c rga viz atiJon , Edz-Im an ( Re9f. 11)] p r ovidss

a n interest--na comparison of ths quality of managerial dec-

snos i a omptitve idding situation, with and wit-hout

the use of a judgment-based moiel. In seven tests,

mana ger- plus- model wcn the bid, waila managers alone won

only three. The model used was extre9m-ly simple and did

i -tlI more than assist the managers' own estimati-ng proce-
iur Ss, It nrovided organi-zation. to a ti;me const:ra--ei n
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unsTructured process. It was assumed by Edelman that in

situations %here time management was cr:tical, managers

without the model tended to overlook some important asp-c-:s

Sof biddir.g, whereas those with the model had an es-ablishnd

procedure tc follow. This established procedure assi-sted in

preventing accidental oversights, and in the long run

provided the decision maker with better estima-.es. This is

one of the objectives to be included in the air defsnse

model: tc develop a planning tool for organizing thoughts.

This model will assist the battery commaader i. organizing
his estLimat.s (to make the most use of his time). By

working through the steps, the air defense model will s.rve

as a checklist, a memory aid to insure he will no: ovrlock

an importan planning element in his severe "ime limitation.

The air def.nse model will also be a support document which
the commander will use as a reference in pres.nting his

ideas in an crderly fashion.

Anonther study, done by Lit-le [Ref. 7] in 1975, resulted
in th- design of the Erandaid system. The Brandaid system

is an inter~ctiv . Decision Support System (DSS) that

suppor-s the decision process in commercial marketing, plan-

ning, and estimating overall profitability. The main

feature of the Brandaid system is i mphasis on the role

of judgment in the decision process. Little found that

managers generally have a good understanding of the dynamics

of the market, or at least of the interrelationship among

i:s components, taken in pairs. But they are not capable of

determining the full interactions of different components

simultaneously. Acccrding to Little, by forcing a quantita-

tive technique, Brandaid encourages managers to become more

explicit and analytic in their problem solving, but it still

strongly relies upon their experiences, knowledge base, and

personalized judgment. This highligh-s another objective to

he includid in the air defense model: to develop a tcl for
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analysis that emphasizes the role of judgment in decisi c n

making. The air defense model will ancourage command.rs (by

working through the steps of the model) to become mcre

analytic in their prcblem-solving abilities. It is a model

that will rely heavily upon the air defense commanders

experencies, judgment base, and military intuition for the

final decisions.

The air defense model assumes that the air defense
commander will have a good understanding of the principlas

of air defense, but he may require some assistance in

comprehending the many interrelationships among them. By

working through the steps of the model, the commander will

be forced tc analyze the interdependencies of the princi-

ples, to exercise his judgment base as to what principles

are or are not important, and to place a value_ on the prin-

ciples in -he current situation.

The air defense model will also allow the commander
flexibility in the choice of input parameters. This is

nqcessary to insure that the model will be adaptable so as

to handle all the various world-wide scenarios. Dawes

concluded that, although models in general are better at

integrating informaticn,

... the model cannct reDlace the .xDert in decidin2 such
things as "what to look for." People are important.
The model may integrate the information in an optimal
manner but It is always the individual who chooses
variables. ioreover it is the human judge who knows
the directional relationship between te prediction
variables (attributes* or who can cod e th va__ablas in
such a way that they have clear directional rlation-
ships. (Ref. 10].

Dawes also concluded that:

...mcdels work for a very simple reason ?eople ara
good at picking out the rIght predictor variabl ss andlat
coding them in such a way tha . they hava a conditicnally
monctone relationship with the criterion. Peoole are
bad at in-egrating information from diverse ana incompa-
rable scurcss. nodels are good at such integration.
(3ef. 10].
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The final objective of the air defense model is summa:-

ized very precisely by Johnson

... a decision model needs to be uncomplicated and c.asy
to understand-simple. (Ref. 12].

Edwards puts a great amount of emphasis on the simplicity of

his technique (Raf. 13]. While this method may lack the

theoretical elegance of techniques proposed by Raiffa

(Ref. i] or Keeney [Ref. 15], it has the great advantage of

being easily learned and used by a busy battery commander.

Barthclomew concludes that:

.indeed a simple model is often more effective in the
sense 4-s results may be more likely to be heeded simply
because management find it easier to understand and
therefcre more acceptable. (Ref. 16]

Keen [Ref. 17] describes a desirad 2anagerial d-cisicn

model as being:

..very simple and crude, rather than mathematically
sophisticated. It is often based on heuristic rules and
standard procedures for analysis.

Summarizing the above comments: a model should provide

a format for organizing ileas; a model should allow for the

maximum use of judgment; a model should encourage a more

analytic analysis; a model should be flexible; and a model

should be simple to understand. The results of a judgmental

model are mcre likely to be used and understood by manage-

ment, and to be more reliable than intuition.
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' B. THE EASICS OF MAUR

As Pe-te: C. Gardiner said:

.The essnce of ultiattribute-utility measurement, in

an of its versions, is that each outcome to be -valu-
at d is Icated on each dimension of vale by a
procedure that may consist of experimentation, natural-
Istic cbservation, judgment, or some combinat-on of
these. The locat:cn measures are combined by means of
an aggregation rule, most often simply a weighted
average. The weights in the weighted average are

-.- numbers dEscribing the importance of each dimension of
value relative to the others, such numbers are judgmuir-
tally cbrained. (Ref. 18].

Put a little differently, each alternative (referred

to as cutcome in the above) may have value on a number cf

different attributes (referred to as dimensions in the

above). The NAUM technique, in any version, is to discov=r

those values, one attribute at a time, and then to aggre-gate

them using a suitabla rule and weighting procedure.

Probably the simplest and the mos- widely used aggrega-ion

rule and weighting procedure consists of simply taking a

*' weighted linear average; this is the only procedure that

will be discussed in this thesis. (Readers are encouraged

to read Edwards (Ref. 19] for a broader coverage of the

subject). According to Edwards

...thecry, siaulat.icn computations, and experience all
suggest that weighted linear averag- yield extremely
clcse approximations to very much more complicated
nonlinear and interactive functions while remaining far
easier to elicit and understand. ([ef. 20].

So, what are the basics? Simply stated they are:

1. id.ntify the decision maker.

2. Identify the purpose of the decision.

3. Identify the alternatives for the problem.
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4. Iden-ify the attributes of interest fo: the pa-t-

cular problem. Edwards' (Ref. 20] rule? of thumb is

-hat eight attributes is plenty and fifteen at-::-

* butes is too many.

5. Rank the attributes from most important to least

important.

6. Rate the attributes iz importance.

7. Measure or estimate the alternatives of intst ors e

attribute at a tire.

8. Sum the measures assigned to each alternative.

9. Decide.

C. SIMPLE MULTIATTRIBUTE RATING TECHNIQUE (SMART)

This version of Edwards' MAUM was extracted from

Gardiner's article [Ref. 5]. This implementaticn amphasizes

simplicity.

Stapi. Ilen-tify the persons whose utilities are to be

maximized-the stakehclders. A stakeholder is simply an

individual with a reason to care about the decision, and

with enough-- impact on the decision maker so that the reason

should be taken sericusly. The basic question here is

"Whose Utility?" In the air defense problem, the brigade

commander is the only stakehclder considered. The air

defense battery commander, the decision maker, develops a

* recommendation in expectation of optimizing the brigade

commander's combat capability.

" Step 2. Identify the reason for the decision. For what

. purpose is the evaluation being made? What is the reascn
- . for assessing the decision maker's preferences? For the air

defense problem, the reason the decision is bsing mad= is to
optimize the brigade's combat force and thus increase

brigade's likelihood cf success wi-h its mission.
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Step 3. Ider.ify the alternatives to be evaluated. in

the air defense model to be discussed in Chapter IV, therq

will be no more than three alternatives. These alveena-ives

could include all Vulcans, all Redeyes, or a combination cf

the two weapon systems. The actual quanti-ies for each
weapon alternative will be stated at the start (e.g. six

Vulcans versus six Redeyes versus three Vulcans and three

Redeyes). This way the resul. of the aggregrated rule will

represent a measure cf effectiveness (mOE) for each al-erna-

tive. The commander will then have a means for comparing

the alternatives.

Step 4. Identify the relevant dimensions or atributes.

What attributes are importan- to -.he evaluation of the

alterna-ives for this particular sceneric? As was mentioned

in the last section, the number of at-ributes should be kept

to a minimum (eight was recommended). It is important not

to be -co expansive at this stage. The number of atri-

;utes shculd be kept down for reasons that will be apparent

shortly. This can often be done by restating and combining
attributes. It can be done also by simply omitting the less

impcr-ant ones. The intent ms not -o .volve a complete

list. The attributes for the air def-_nse model will be
considered in Chapter IV.

Step 5. Rank the attri4bu-es in order of importance. In
the air defense Todel, for example, a command-er working in a

heavily woded area might consider the effects of terrain

and vegetation more important on his air defense design
than, maybe, logistics or vulnerability of weapons.

Step 6. Rate attributes in importance, preserving

ratios. To do this, start by assigning the least-important

attribute an impcrtance of 10. Now consider the
. next-least-important attribute. How much more important (if

at all, the model allows for ties) is it than the least-

important? Assian this attribute a number that reflects
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that ratio. Continue on up the list, checking each set of

implied ratios as each new judgment iAs made. Thus, if an

attribute is assigned a weight of 10 while another is

. assigned a weight of 80, it means that the 80 attribute :s
eight times as important as the 10 attribute, and so cn. By

the time the las-t attribute is reached, there will be many

checks tc peror to insure that the implied ratios reflect

what the decison maker in-:ended. Typically, decision makers
will want tc revise previous judgments to make them consis-

tent with present ones. This step in the air defense mciel
is whers the model fcrces the air defense commander to

conduct an informal analysis. Each attribute, (Pg.,

terrain) its importance to the scenario, its importance to
overall mission accomplishment, aad its importance relative

to the ctha attributes needs to be considered. Hiee is

where the ccmmander's experience and judgment come into

* play.

Step 7. Sum the importance weights, divide each by the
sum, and multiply by 100. This gives each attribute an

importance rating between 0 and 103 such that the sum of the

ratings equals 100. This step is purely compuzational. The

choice of a 0-to-100 scale is arbitrary. At this step the
folly of including tco many attributes in Step 4 becomes

very obvious. If 100 points are to be distributed over a

set of attributes, and some att-ibutes are more important
than cthers, then the less important attributes will have

significant weights only if there are a limited number of

them. Again Edwards' rule of thumb '-that eight a-tributes

are plenty and fifteen attributes ire :oo many.
Step 8. Heasure the location of -ach alternative being

evaluated on each dimension (attribute). This measuring of

the !ccation of an alternative for each attribute is

commonly refsrred to in the lisera-ur developing an

utility function. The discussion of utility theory (or
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development of utility function) will not be covered in -his

thesis. An interested reader could start his study by

reading Keeney and Raiffa. [Ref. 21]

The technique of utility theory used in SMART is called

direct assessment of utilities by Keeney and .aiffa

[Ref. 21]. It is called direct assessment since it requires

a subjective input from the decision maker for each measure-

ment. It assumes, with the completion of Step 4, that the

decision maker realizes the reason for assessing his prefer-

ences (or developing the numeric measure given for each

alternative) and is sufficiently motivated to think hard

about his f-elings fcr the various alternatives. It must be

understood there are no objectively correct preferences, the

measurements represent the subjective feelings of the deci-

sion maker. If, at any time, -he decision maker feels

uncomfortable with any of the measurements, it is perfectly

correct for him to adjust them. It is also assumed that

each of the alternatives can be adequately described in

terms of each of the attributes. The measurement scale

recommended by Edwards [Ref. 20] is a straight line proce-

du re. The decision maker associates with each alternative a

real number on the scale of 0-to-13 that indicates his

subjective appraisal (or estimate) of the position on that

attribute. The crientation of the scale is crucial to the

decision maker: Are higher numbers more or less desirable?

In the ai defense prcblem higher numbers are more desirable

than lower numbers (that is, more is better than less

throughcut the range of the attribute).

Edwards' recommendations also include limiting the

measurement region to a small and reasonable area. This

limitaticn was done for convenience more than anything else,

but Keeney and Raiffa [Ref. 21 ] point out that this range

needs to he meaningful to the decision maker. They reccm-

mend along with bounding the r=gion that the decision maker
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set the utility for two of the alternatives and evaluate -he

other alternatives in terms of the first two. For example,

"X" alternative is mcre preferred than all the other alt-er-

natives, so "X" is given a ten. "Y" alternative is the

least preferred alternative and is given zero. The

remaining alternatives are then assessed (or measured) rela-
tive to those two. The advantage of this option (referred

to later as the two fixed end option) is that the user naids

to spend little -ime deciding on what utility (or measure-

ment) to give to each alternative for each attribute. For a

given attribute, the decision make: informally ranks thie

alternatives from best to worst. The best is measured ten,
the wcrst is measured zero, and the middle alternative cr

alternatives are measured relative to the two established

end pcnts. This option gives the user swift and prompt

measurements.

The disadvantage with this option is the rigidity of the
measurement procsdure. The decision maker gains speed, but

forfeits the flexibility of developing measurements commen-

surate with alternative's relative wcrth. That is, he loses

the ability to consider the explicit tradeoffs between

alternatives. Various options exist which allow the deci-

sion maker to trade speed for time. One such option is to

fix one end point of the measurement region, the upper end

point (in Chapter IV this is called the single fixed

option). The best altenative is measured ten, and the

remaining alternatives are measured relative to the best.

The lower end point, zero u-Iity, is assigned to an imag-

inary or theoretical alternative that contributes

(pract-ically) nothing to this attribute; it may be that all

the actual alternatives have scores greater than zero. The

advantage here is flexibility in developing measurements

commensurate to the alternative's relative worth. The deci-

sion maker gains the opportunity to consider the tradeoffs
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between alternatives in making his measurements decisiors.

This cpticn is slower to use than the two fixed end point

cption, but the disadvantage of the rigidity of the measure-

ment prccedure is alsc less.

Another option is to assign neither end point to any of

the actual alternatives. The decision maker must now

imagine a (practically) worthless alternative and assign it

a score cf zero, as above, and he must also imagine a (prac-

tically) perfect alternative and assign it a score cf ten.

Then all actual alternatives will be measured relative to

these xwc imaginery alternatives and scored accordingly.

This opticn requires the decision maker to spend more time
develcping his measurements in thinking about what consti-

tutes a ten or zsro alternative. This means (1) the time

required to develop the measurements for the alternatives

under consideration increases, but (2) the ability to

consider ex.licit tradeoffs among alterna:ives also

increases.

As an example, assume fcr a given attribute that the

three alternatives to be measured are ranked best to worst
as "X", "of, and "Z". "X" alternative is the best, and

suppose "Y" is rated 80% as good as "X", and "Z" is rated

50% as gccd as "X". Using the two fixed end procedure, "X"

would measure ten, "Z" would measure zero, and "Y" wculd be

measured relative to "X" and "Z", say six. The value given

to "Z", zerc, indicates that #4Z" con-tributes nothing to -.he

attribute being considere.. This may not be a good measure-

ment because "Z" was assumed to be 50% as good as "X", ani
may actually contribufte some positive utiiiy toward the

attribute. If this attribute was the only attribute being

considered by the decision maker for this particular
problem, then the prccedura provides the decision maker wit.h

more information then he requires to make a decision. The

decision saker is locking for the bast alternative; "X"
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alternative is the best alternative for this one-attribuz'

decision, and the utilities given to "Y" and "Z" contributz

nothing to the decision process. The assumption that "Y" is

80% as gcod as "X" and "Z" is 50% as good as "X" means

nothing to the decision maker. But in situations where

there are mcre attributes then one, the evaluation that "Z"

as 501 as gcod as "X" may have effects (or tradeoffs) on the

final cutcome that the decision maker may not recognize is a
result of using this cption. The importance of this "mpli-

cation will appear in Step 9 when attribute scores are

summed.

To continue the example, in the above "X" alternative

was measured ten, "Z" was measured zero and "Y" was measured

six relative to "X" and "Z". Assume this was for attribute

"A". Now assume for a second attibute, "B", considered

equally as important as the first. attribute, the ranking of
the alternatives from best to worst is "Z", "Y", and "X".

"Z" alternative is the best, "Y" alternative is 60% as gocd

as "Z", and "X" is 20% as good as "Z". Using linear scoring

cver the range: worst alternative equal to zero to best

alternative equal to ten, the following totals would be

generated:
itX to i " 91 "1Z"

attribute "A" 10 6 0

attribute "B" 0 5 10

Total 10 1 1 10

If the decision maker was to select the best alternat-_ve cn

Just these two attributes, using the -wo fixed end procedure

he would select "Y".

However, considering -:he same example using the single

fixed end cption for scoring. Now the best alternative

squals ten (as above) but the other two alternatives are

given scc-es (values) linearly proportional to wher_ they
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lie between "best" and practical worthlessness. Assume -the

decision maker decides that saying "alternative Q is P% as

good as best" is equivalent to saying "alternative Q has P%
. of the utility of best (i.e., of en)". Then the scores

would be:

" o it rff is Z it

attribute "A" 10 8 5

attribute "B" 2 6 10

Total 12 14 15

These new tctals indicate that alternative "Z" is best, and

alternative "Y" is second.
It can be seen that the choice of which scoring proce-

dure to use will have implications on the tradeoffs defined

between attributes; tradeoffs the decision maker may not be

aware of. Thus the decision maker by using the two fixed

point option has gained speed in making his measurements

decisions, but the rigidity of the measurement procedure may

provide the decision maker with unexpected results. The

measurement option selected by the decision maker will

depend upon the amount of risk (risk in terms of obtaining

undafined tradeoffs) the decision maker is willing tc accept

versus the speed desired to make those measurement

decisions.

For the air defense model, the option using one

fixed end point will be used. This op-ion provides some

speed in developing measurements, ad some flexibility to

consider the tradeoffs between alternatives.
Step 9. Calculate utilities for each al-ernativ es.

Simply add up the products of the Step 8 scores

("measurements") multiplied by their respective Step 7

weights, for each alternative. This one number now repre-

sents the ultility of each alternative.
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Step 10. Review the dec~s-on for accuracy.

Step 11. Decide. A sing14 alternative ;s to be chcssn,

therefcrce the rule is si mple: choose the alternatIve whose

sum obtained in Step 9 is the largest.
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Il. AIR DEFENSE MODEL

This chapter has three sections. The first devlops a

list of attributes. The reference list of attributes can be

used by the air defense battery commander as a guide (or

reference c- aid to memory) in developing his list of at-tri-

butes (the ones he desires to use in conjunction with the

air defense model). Definitions of the attributes are

provided not to imply that these are the only meanings, but

rather to create an awareness in the user of -he need for

establishing a common defini.ion between himself and the

individuals he will he briefing.

The second secticn presents the working format of the

air defense model. Within this discussion, SMART will be

modified by eliminating some s-teps. This will be den to

reduce redundancy and to make the model more accommodating

to the ccmbat situation.

The final section presents an example scenario fcllowed

by a possible soluti-cn to the situation.

1. AIR CEFENSE ATTRIBUTES

The collection of attributes presented in this section

was developed by conducting a literature sear:ch of current

army ai: defense documen-ts. The list is not intented to be

restrictive, nor is it presented _o :he reader as in all

inclusive list. The purpose of the list is to guide -the

user of the model and assist the air defense commander In
developing his own list based on his judgment, air defense

experience, and military intuition. Some of the attributes

presented here have been defined in pr avious chapters; these

definitions will be repeated here for the convenience of the
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reader. Some of the definitions will be expanded tc prcviie

the reader a fuller and more comprehensivi meaning.

1. Mass. Mass, an air defense principle, is -he allc-

cation of a sufficient number of air defense weapons to the

defense ef each priority asset to adequately protect it
against the air threat. This principle applies to all air
defense weapons. It entails the provision of mutual support

or overlapping fire between weapon systems and all-around
defense in depth. Mass seeks to establish a favorable ratio
of defensive weapons to attack aircraft in the protecticn of

assets that are critical to the supported force. The intent

of mass is to be able to maintain a continuous volume of

fire on any attacking aircraft. The general rule is -c
deploy shcrt-range air defense weapons in platoon-sized

units around the protected asset. The deployment of short-

range weapcns in less than platoon strength risks the

sequential or simultaneous neutralization of both the air

defense weapons and the defended asset by aircraft attacking

in number [Ref. 22].
Obviously, more air defense is always better, and much

more is even better still; but to take more must cost some-

thing. The air defense commander is the individual whose
judgment mentaliy measures the marginal cost of additional

weapons against marginal benefit. The risks of the uncer-
tain environment (combat) he is entering are very real. He

would prefer to hedge his bet with massive quantites of

equipment but the constraints of reality force the
commander to make trade off decisions between what is recom-

mended by the general rule (the classroom theory) and what

is permissible by the real world. Giving up a little mass
could mean a defense design that is less than perfect
(according to the definition of mass) , but real-ty requires

-he missicn to be accomplishad. How much of the mass orin-
ciple to include or nct to include will De a decision that

is a functicn of the ccmmander's judgment and experiencq.
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2. Mix. Mix is the employment of a complementary

family of weapons. The capabilities of one system offset

the limitations of ancther system to prevent the air threat

from defeating any particular weapon system (Ref. 23]. The

*mixing of complementary weapon systems goes hand-in-hand

with the principle of mass. By employing a variety of

weapcn systems in sufficient mass, air defense complicates

the problem of the enemy who must consider the characteris-

tics of each weapon system in the f-mulation and execution

of his offensive strategy. The enemy may be able to design

his tac-tics and techniques to minimize the effects of one
defensive system, but when faced with two or more air

defense weapons, his price of admission into the defended

area rises (3sf. 22].

3. ili-y and maneuverability. obilility of the

wilitary fcrce is the capabilit.y to move from place to place

while rtaining the ability to fulfill &ts military missi.on.

Maneuvera ili.ty of a weapon system is an indication of its

abilit.y tc change its position in a tactical situation in

order to secure an advantageous offensive or defensive posi-

t Mon. aneuver is the tactical employment of mobility. Air

defense weapons must be mobile on the battlefield tc apply

the principle of mass and mix. Continual movement of air

defense weapons is required to provide protection for the

brigade elements, to accommodate changes in missions, and to

enhance the survivability of the air defense weapons in both

the ground and air battle. .obility will be affected by
envircnmental factors (e.g. terrain and weather) and

vehicle characteristics (e.g. trac-ive force, range, speed,

reliability).

4. Inteagration. Integration means that the air defense
design must fit i-nto the overall plan of --he brigade -to be

effective. The best way to define integration is by in

example: -he defensive squad of a football team. Consider
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Just the defensive backs and tackles; ignore --he rest cf -he

squad. In this simple example the defensive backs prot.c -

the air and thus prevent the opposing team from moving the

ball. The tackles protect the ground ivenue of approaches

and thereby prevent the opposing team frcm moving -he ball.

Together as a squad they prevent the opposing team from

moving thq ball or scoring. The defensive sguad's overall

mission is tc stop the opposing offensive; they accomplish

this ovsrall mission by insuring that sach individual player

has the correct understanding of his expected responsibili-

ties that he is to accomplish from the overall plan.

Integrated action is best accomplished by insuring that

subordinate forces have the correct understanding of their

assigned missions that they are expected to accomplish in

support cf the overall mission (e.g. air defense units

pzo-ec-t the air over airfield X, and the infantry protc-s

the ground around airfield X, not airfield Y. Together the
force protects airfield X). In summary, integration is

individual elements working In unison towards a common goal.

5. Balanced Defense. Balanced defense is a defense

designed to cope with attacks from any direction with

apprcximately the same volume of firs.

6. Weighted Defense. Weighted defense is a defense

designed to place a greater amount of the air defense

weapons along expected routes or forced air avenue of

approaches leading into the protected asset area (e.g. an

airfield located in a deep valley which reduces the prob-

ability cf attack from some direct-ons). Of course,

weighting the defense unavoidably results in some degrada-

t:on in defense balance, another trade off decision.

Factors that could influence the air defense commandez's

dscisicn include terrain, vegetat-ion, and characteristics of

the defended asset (total area of asset, general shape of

asset).
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7. Mutual Support. The principle of mutual support i- s

the positioning of each weapon system so that its dead zone

(the area in which the weapon cannot engage a target) 4-S

within zhe engagement capability cf at least one adjacsnt,

like weapon system. To be mutually supporting, Vulcans'

positions should be separated by no more than 1000 meters,

which is two-thirds maximum effective range of the weapon.

Mutual support ior Redeye is 2400 meters, which is 80% cf

. *.the range at which a target can be positively ident'fied by

an observer with the naked eye.

8. Overlapping Fires. Overlapping fires is the ability

of one weapon's engagement capability to overlap the engage-

ment capability of an adjacent like weapon.

9. Air Threat. Air threat is that combination of

airplanes, helicopters, weapons, and tactics the enemy is

capable of employing against the friendly area. For this

attribute a commander may want to =onsider quantity of air

assets available to the enemy; location of enemy's air bases

and flying time to friendly location; and the training level

of the enemy's pilots.

10. Terrain. Terrain is defined as the physical

features of the earth. The following items will be consid-

ered within this definition: ralief (-he elevations of the

land surface, such as mountains, and valleys), drainage

(rivers, streams, lakes, swamps, marshes) , surface materials

(so16, aud, rocks), man-made objects (roads, bridges, dams,

cities), and vegetation. For -this at-ribute a commander may

want to consider how terrain may effect the firing pcsitions

of the weapons (fields of fire., observation); the effects of

terrain on the enemy's avenues of approach (open area, moun-

tains, dense for asts); the eff acts of terrain on resupply

operations, command and control, and security.
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11. Weather. Weather is defined as a condition cf the

atmcsphere with respect to heat or cold, wetness o- dryress,

clearness cr cloudiness. In this situation a commander will

be concerned about tle effects of weather on visability. If

a target cannot be seen, it cannot engaged (by SHORAD

weapons).

12. Reliability. Reliability is defined as the weapon

system's chance of successful operation for a given applica-

tion (engagement or engagements) for the stated time period.
In this situation the sta-ed time period is the duration of

the mission. Other factors that could be considered here

are: time required for system reload, time required to

conduct sch.duled maintenance, state of training of the

squads, and availability of rspair parts.

13. Logistics. Logistics are those capabilities having

to dc with procuring, maintaining, and. transporting material

and personnel.

14. Defense in depth. Def.nss in depth is the posi-

tioning of one air defense weapon in front of another. For

example, Redeye are deployed out from -he asset 2 to 3 km.

This will usually place Redeye in fron- of the Vulcans'
positions which are located very close to the asset. The

purpose of defense in depth is to subject an air threat to

an ever-increasing vclume of fire from the moment i- is
de.tected and identified as hostile until it is destroyed.

15. Characteristics of the asset. Characteristics of

the asset are such things as size, shape, hardiness (how

fort'ified the asset is), and natur-3 of specific targsts
wit.hin :he asset. These characterisics will affect the

defense design and the enemy's methoi and direction of

attack. For sicample, a small asset, such as a bridge or

ammuniticn storage area, will generally requir the enemy to

use more accurate delivery techniques. A larger asset, such

as an airfiell or a portion of a city, tends to ircrease -the
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number of enemy attack options. The nature of specific

targets within the asset can be described as homogencus o:

het arcgencus. An example of a homogenous asset is -he divi-

sion tactical operation center (TOZ). The TOC is made up of

many small, but equally valued elements. An exampl- of a

hetercgenous asset is an airfield. The specific targets

include the airstrip, the control tows=, buildings, and

maintenance area. Each of these elements probably would

have different degrees of importance to an unit.

B. THE AIR DEFENSE ICDEL

This section will present the structure of the Air

Defense Mcdel. The steps of SMART have been modified fcr

use for this context. Additional explanation is provided

for scme of the s-eps where major changes have occurred.

In figure 4.1 is an example of the format that will be

completed by the commander working through the steps of the

model.

The first twc steps of SMART have been eliminated. The

air defense commander is par, of the brigade commander's

special sta'.f, the brigade commander will always be the
person whose utility s being optimIzed. The purpose of -he

'- decisio- s selecing equipment for deployment within the

cont ext cf the combat scenario.

Step 1. I!entifX -he r levanr at-ributes. At .his

point the air defens- commander knows the combat scenario,

the brigade commander's ground tactical plan, and the

brigade ccmmander's priority list frr air defense. From the

combat scenario and ground tactical plan he knows where he

s going, and who he is fighting; now he needs to conduct a

map reconnaissance to obtain a feel for the terrain at that

location. With this informa-ion the air defense commander

selects the attributes (no more than eight) -hat he feels
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are important to the evaluation of any alternative for this

scenario. The attributes are listed in the second column of

Figure 4.1.

Step 2. Rank the at~jibutas -; order of importance.

The air defense commander ranks the attributes in order of

importance from most important to least important. The mcst-

important attribute to this defense is labeled number 1, the

next impctant attribute is labeled number 2, and the

process continues until all attributes a== numbered. If two

attributes are tied for a parmicular level of importance,

they are both labeled with the same number. For example, if

mass and mix are tied for number four, each is labeled

number fcur, and the next attribute would be labeled number
five, the next attribute number six, and the least important

attribu -e number seven (assuming eight attributes and only

one tie). The rank c-rder for the attributes are recorded in

the first column.

Step 3. lati the att butes iq im poance, Rrsrvinq

ratios. To do this, start by assigning the least-important

attribut_ a weight of ten. Now consider the next-least-

important attribute. How much more important (if at all,

the model allows for ties) is it than the least-impcrtant?

Assign this attribute a weight that reflects tha -t ratio.

Continue up the list, checking each set of implied ratios as

each new judgment is made. Thus, if one attribute is

assigned a weight of ten while another is assigned a weight

of 80, it means that the 80 attribute is eight times as

important as the ten attribute, and so on. By -he time the

last attribute is reached, there will be many checks to

perform to insure that the implied ratios reflect what the

battery commander intended. Typically, battery commanders

will want to revise early judgments to make them consistert

with latir cnes. Enter the results in -he third column.
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Step 4. Sil th2 importance weights, An4 divide each of

the attribute weiahs by the sum. Enter these results n the

fourth cclumn. This is a minor difference from the method

discussed for SMART. For the air defense model the quotient

will not be multiplied by 100. The values for w will be

between 0 and 1, and the sum of the w (J = 1, 2, 3, ..., n

where n is the number of attributes) will equal 1. Using

this method causes the user to work with smaller numbers and

decimals. If the user does not feel comfcrtable with deci-

mals, then he should use the method explained in Step 7 of

SMART. Tle choice is arbitrary.

Step 5. Ijdentify Ih- alternat.-s to be evalua-ted. As

st ated in Chapter III, there will be no more than three

alternatives considered. These alternatives could be all

Vulcans, all Redeyes, and/or mixtures of the two. The ques-

tion for each scenario is hcw many Vulcans versus how many

Rsdeyes versus what sixture or mixtures? The answer rests
with the number of cargo airplanes the air defense commander

anticipates receiving. A tentative number usually can be

obtained from ths brigade operations officer, but generally

an air defense ccmmander should have a feel for how many

aircraf- he can expec- based on past exercises. For plan-

ning purpcses an air defense commander can use the following

numbers to assist him in developing an estimate for the

number of weapon systems. A Vulcan squad rigged for a heavy

drop cperation (dimensions: 177 inchas long by 98 inches

wide 'y inches high, weighting 6740 pounds) will need .25

of a C-141B cargo airplane (4 Vulcan squads can be loaded on

a C-141B) o: .50 of a C-130 cargo airplane (2 Vulcan squads

can be lcaded on a C-130). A Rgdeye team rigged for a heavy
drop operation (dimensions: 133 inches by 98 inches by 77

inches, weighting 5690 pounds) will require the same cargo

space as a Vulcan. If an air defense commander expects

three C- 141B aircraft then he would havz space for 12
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units, where each unit is either a Vulcan squad or Redeye

team.

How does the commander arrive at a ratio of the two

weapons for a mixture-of-weapons altrsnative? The commander

uses his judgment based on a preanalysis of the asset being

defended (size of asset, terrain around the asset, avenues

of approach to the asset, enemy air threa-) to develop a

ratio. For example: if the defended asset is small (e.g.,

an ammunition storage area) this will be a harder target for

the enemy tc locate. In fac-, it is probable that the enemy

air may have to fly over the target to locate it. In this

situaticn, the air defense commander may want to positicn

his air defense close to target. Vulcans are placed on or

near the defended asset, thus an air defense commander would

want to take more Vulcans when defending small targets. The

ratio used in the analysis would be a subjective decisicn:

a decisicn affected by preference, skill, and past assign-

ments. An air defense commander whose past assignments have

been mostly Vulcan related will probably always lean towards

a Vulcan-heavy ratio. On the other hand, an air defense

: commander whose past experience was wi-h Redeyes will feel

more ccnfident with Redeye and will probably lean towards a

Redeye-heavy ratio.

Step 6. a.1jue the l_.a-ton of each alk.rnative bri-

evl1uated for each a t_.ibute. This is purely a subjective

measurement, and forces the air defense commander to rely

heavily on his experience, judgment, and intuition. To

start, assume a straight line scale for each attribute

measured from 0 to 10, where 0 is defined as the minimum

value for that attribute, and 10 is defined as the maximum

value. This step is conducted in the same manner as Step 8

of SMART. The air defense commander informally ranks the

alternatives from best to worst. In this discusion the

single fixed option for developing measurements will be
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used. As explained in Chapter III, the upper end point will

be assigned to the best alternative; the lower end poin-,

zero utility, is ass.gned to an imaginary or theoretical

alternative that contributes (practically) nothing tc the

attribute. The remaining two alternatives are measured

relative tc the best alternative and the imaginary zero

point. Record these values assigned in column 5a.

The values thus far obtained are raw measurements of the

location of each alternative for each attribute. Each

measurement will be weighted by multiplying the raw measure-

ment by tie normalized weights obtained in Step 4. Reccrd

the weighted value for each alternative in column 5b.

Stec 7. C_ule the RUijtI for each alterna-ive.

Simply add up column 5b for each alternative. This total

-, will reoresent a subjective measure of effectiveness (MOE)

for each alternative.
Step 8. aeview the decision for accuracy.

Step 9. Decision. Select the alternative with ths

highest Tctal score.

C. EXAMELE

This section presents a discussion of some of the

thought process that might be involved in the application of

the air defense model. The combat scenario and ground

tactical plan are purposely kept simple. The detail

involved in writing them can be found in any good handbook

for Army staff officers (e.g. Fr 131-5).

In the example, steps of the air defense model tha-

involve iteration of the same thought process are presented

cnly cnce (e.g., Step 4). For the sake of brevity, the

e ther i-erati.ons are assigned values without further

explanaticn.
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Combat scenario. The unit is in direct support cf a

brigade-sized-element which has received notification of a

deployment exercise. The deployment will be to a

MLiddle-East country having terrain, political, and military

characteristics similiar to Iran or Iraq, called Oilland.

The mission of the DEF is to secure the airhead for

follow-cn elements of a larger contingency force. The

follow-on elements will start arriving at Oilland on D+3
(three days after the DRF arrives). The airhead will

consist of two commerical airports located north of the city

Blues. The airports are six miles apart, both capable cf

supporting C-141B traffic and about twenty miles inland from

the Persian Gulf. The DRF is to establish control, and

maintain ccntrol of the airhead until relieved by higher

headquarters. The airhead is v-ery critical to the overall

accomplishment of the mission.

Brigade commander's priorities are: airfield A,

airfield B, and the brigade tactical operation center (TOC).

The TCC will be located in the area of airfield A.
_aD r eccnnaissance. General reconnaissance shows the

area to be ifat (small changes in relief) with unrestricted

visibility in all dizections. The waterways are generally

located in the southern sector of the country. The soil

conditicn appears to be sandy in texture; man-made objects

are restricted to the roads and some two-story buildings

located cn the airfields.

Step 1. Identify relevant attributes (column 2). The

4 air defense commander simply identifies the attributes cr

factors that are important to him in the design of his air

defense fcr the brigade commander's priority list. The

answer is very much a function of the individual's experi-

ence, preference, and understanding of the overall mission.

The air defense commander for -this example selected the

following:
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characteristics of the asset

air threat (quantity, tactics, ordnance, experience)

terrain (visibility, avenues of approach, road netwcrks,

ccver)

balanced defense

defense in depth

mass

mix

logistics

Step 2. Rank the attributes. The task here is simple:

put the attributes of Step 1 in order of importance to the

air defense design. what factor will affect the decision

more than the other seven? This Is a Judgmental step and

the final results will probably vary from one air defenss

commandl.r tc another. The example- air defense commander

selects "characteristics of the asset" as most important.

The DEF commander specified airfield A and airfield B as

p-iority 1 and 2, but the air defense commander realizes

that the airfield is an asset of many components and each

component may have a different value of importance to the

missicn cf the DRF. Thus his thought process has to do with

the nature (the functional activit ies or components) and

design (the size and shape) of the ai-field. The most

critical part of the airfield to the DRF is -he airstrip,

especially the central portion of the runway. If the enemy

is successful in cratering the center of the runway they

have a high probability of rendering the strip useless to

the DRF. Cratering the center will require the DRF

commander te expend man-hours to make repairs; cratering the

center could alsc disrupt the movement time table of the

DRF. The design of most air!ields provide natural avenues

cf approach. The avenues may be pronounced enough tc

justify a weighted defense. Even if there are no forced
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avenues of approach due to the terrain, the design cf the

airfield (long axis of airstip) increases the probability

of what likely directions the air attack will come from. An

approach down the major axis of a long, straight target

gives pilots time to align on target, means f-wer last

minute adjustments, and greater probability of hit.

"- The size and shape of the airfield make it an easily

'-" identifiable target from the air at night or in the day

time. Other considerations are the other components of -he

-airports, such as: pcssible fuel storage (POL), buildings,

airplans parking (a future contingency), control tower, and

aircraft maintenance area (also a future contingency). Tc

the DRF the airstrip is the most important, but the build-

ings would provide shelter to personnel, equipment, and

supplies. POL supplies, if captured intact, would provide

for an unexpected windfall in terms of fuel. Supplies are

very critical for the first 72 hours, and any unexpected

windfall would help. Airplane parking for disabled aircraft

is a future consideration. Location of the TOC is a consid-

sra:ion. An air defense commander might also want to find

cut how important the airports are to -he enemy. This

information will give some indication of the weapons he

might expect to be used against him.

With the above information the air defense commander

would want to consider his air defense weapons' capabili-

ties. The volume of fire that a Vulcan can put into the air

will have some affect on pilot's concentration. Placing

Vulcans near the central portion of the strip will have
significant impact on enemy air. Vulcans can add much fire

power to night perimeter defense, and if necessary daytime

ground defense. Redeyes would be placed away from the

airfield to get early engagement. Red-yes can be used to

provide a weighted defense, or can be -mployed to provide

defense in depth. Redeye teams are smaller, sasier to hide,
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and will have early effects on the pilot's ability tc

concentrate. Early Redeye engagements could possibly

disrupt formations, destroy or damage airplanes somi of

which might be flown by key individuals, and force the -nemy

into early evasive fcrma-ions.

The air defense commander would also want to consider

the interrelationships of his other selected attributes tc

this attribute. As was mentioned earlier, the importance of

the airports to the enemy will have some effect on the

weapcns select.ed to be used by the enemy air threat.

Without further discussion assume the ai defense

commander ranks the attributes as follows:

Bank tr u

1 zharacteristics of the asset

2 air threat

3 balanced defense

4 defense in depth

5 terrain

6 ma ss

6 mix

7 logistics

Step 3. Rate the attributes in importance. The ratings

are also subjective, and will be different from individual

to individual. The air defense commander in this example

ranked lcgistics as least important. He rated it with a

score of 10. Mix and mass were tied for the next position,

and they were evaluated as twice as important as logisitics.

The next attribute, terrain, was determined by the battery

commander tc be twice as important as mix and mass, and it
was rated 40. This rating also implies that terrain was

four times as important as logistics. If the air defense

commander had not agreed with this implied ratio, he could

adjust his rating for terrain until the implied ration did

* agree. Of course, the change in the terrain rating would
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also change the establish two-to-one ratio for mix and mass.

kn air defense commander needs to recognize a change in one

rating may require him to re-evaluate all ratios involved.

The remaining ratings are developed in a similar
'" fashicn.

1•tribut Raw Normalized

lcgistics 10 .03

mix 20 .05

mass 20 .05

terrain 40 .11

defense in depth 45 .12

balanced defense 60 .16

air threat 80 .21

characteristics 100 .27

of the asset

Total 375 1.00

Step 4. Sum weights and divide each attribute's raw

weight by the sum to get the normalized weight, as shown

above.

Step 5. Identify the alterna-tives to be -qvaluat-d. The

commander has received guidance from the operations offic.r

that he can expect three C-141B. This means 12 Vulcans, or

12 Redeyes, or a mixture of the two. The commander decides

on four Vulcans and eight Redeyes as a mix for alternative

3.

Step 6. Measure the location of each alternative on

each at-ribute. The first attribute will be explained in

some detail. The rest of the attributes will be given

measures without explanation, as the thought processes are
similar. The first attribute to be considered is the char-

acteristics of the asset. In the definition of

characteristics cf th_ asset, it was mentioned that the
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nature of the specific targets within the asset could clas-

sified as homogenous or haterogenous. The airfield is an

example of a haterogenous asset. rhe components of the

airfield have different degrees of importance to the DRF,

and require diff erent considerations in developing an air

defense design. For example, as was mentioned in Step 2,

the airstrip is long and narrow, a target that is easy to

recognize from a distance, and is probably the most impor-

tant element of the airport to the DRF. As a result of the

size cf the airstrip (long and narrow) the enemy can use a

variety cf attack options. He can use standoff weapons from

a distance, or he can fly over the target and drop his

weapons. The effectiveness of these options can be reduc-d

depending on the air defense weapons deployed. The effec-

tiveness of -he standcff option can be reduced with the

deployment of Redeye, and the sffectiveness of the flyover

can he reduced with the deployment of Vulcan. For this

a-tribute, the commander decides the mix alternative can

accommodate the demands of this attribute the best, and thus

is scored ten. Vulcan weapon can pzovide pinpoint coverage
to the central portic, of the strip and still provide some

coverage for the other items (POL, control tower, etc). The

Vulcan range is limited and therefore the protected asset is

vulnerable tc standoff attacks. Radeya weapons will be

" employed away from the asset to provide area coverage. They

cause the pilots to fly lower to avoid Redeye engagements.

Redeye early engagements will give Vulcan gunners early

warning, will attrite some of the hostile thrsat, and will

qenerally disrupt the enemy's attack.

"All Vulcans" are rated second best, and the air defense

commander measures this alternative as 7. The Vulcans can

handle the pcint air defense without much problem; their

weaknesses are range, limited ammunition load, and lack of

armor protection. The enemy air can avoid the Vulcan fire
A
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by changing attack tactics from flyover attacks to s-andcaf

attacks. This means the enemy might lose some accuracy in

delivering his ordnance, but save airplanes.

"All Redeyes" is measured at 5. Redeye can handle th=.

area coverage without much difficulty; their weaknesses are

the tail-chase nature of the weapon, and vulnrability of

the team to enemy grcund fire.

The remaining attributes are measured as indicated in

Figure 4.2.

Step 7. Calculate utility fo: each alternative. This

is just simple additicn. Add up all the numbers !.n cclumn

5b for that alternative and record the sum in the toa.

block. This sum will be the MOE for that alternative.

Step 8. Review. Does cutcome make sense?

Step 9. Decision. Select the alternative whcse MOE is

the largest.
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TOTrA~L:6 /

Figure 4.2 Completed Air Defense Format.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHNDATION

A. CCNCLUSIONS

This thesis has developed a planning aid to be ussd by

the airtcrne air defense commander in the develcpment of his

air defeinse force structure reccmmendation to the brigade

commander. There were four characteristics that this

desired modsl had to have. These were: (1) The model had

to prcvide a means of organizing the commander's thoughts.

(2) The model had to include the interaction of the comman-

der's judgment as part of the overall process. (3) The

model had tc be adaptive so that all scenarios could be used

with it. (4) The model had to be simple and easy to

understand.

In Chapter III the arguments for having a model versus

intuition were presented. The SMART version of MAUM was

reviewed, and found tc be compatible with the four desired

characteristics. In Chapter IV, the SMART version of MAUM

was mcdified to fit the general combat scenario used by the

air defense commander. The air defense model format is

flexible, adaptable, easy to learn and understand, provides

organizaticn, and requires an extensive use of the ccmman-

der's Judgment. The model also insures, by working through

the steps, :hat a commander will conduct some form of

analytic analysis, and thus gain a better understanding of

the interrelationshiFs of the attributas choosen.

B. RICOMMENDATION

It is r-ecommended that the air defense model be used by

air defense command3rs as a planning aid in developing their

reccmmendations for fcrca structures. The model would he

especially useful for those air defens commanders that are

commanding a unif for the first tie. It will Prcvide th m
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the guidance and organization necessary to handle thseir

first IeFloyment aission.
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